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Asia's disputed islands

STORY HIGHLIGHTS
China's declaration of air
defense zone prompts outcry
Air Defense Identification Zone is
unilateral declaration
Japan and China's compete with
claim for Diaoyu/Senkaku Island

(CNN)  An international battle of words is underway after China
declared the creation of an air zone over disputed islands in the
East China Sea.
The United States warned that China's claim to airspace
"constitutes an attempt to change the status quo in the East China
Sea. Escalatory action will only increase tensions in the region and
create risks of an incident," according to U.S. Secretary of State
John Kerry.
China is in the center of several island disputes, including rising
tensions in the East China Sea over the islands known as Diaoyu by
China and Senkaku by Japan. Tensions have festered over the
years between the two nations over competing claims to the
disputed islands.
What is China's "Air Defense Identification Zone"?
China released a map and coordinates that identify its air
defense zone on November 23.

Japan disputes China's new air defense
zone

It declared that aircraft in the area must report their flight
plans to China, maintain twoway radio and clearly mark
their nationalities on the aircraft. The new rules went into
effect 10 a.m. on November 23, Xinhua reported.

This space included a swath of the East China Sea, including the
Daioyu/Senkaku islands.
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Disputed islands: Who claims what?
CNN looks at the main
flashpoints as tension simmers
between rival countries over a
series of scattered and
relatively barren islands.

War of words heats tensions
November 1, 2013  Updated 0042 GMT (0842 HKT)

Surprise, surprise, Japan and
China are still not getting along,
writes Jeff Kingston of Temple
University in Japan.

Japan uses YouTube in island claim
October 25, 2013  Updated 0935 GMT (1735 HKT)

Japan is using YouTube to
bolster assertions of ownership
over islands also claimed by
neighboring China and South
Korea.

Chinese gamers mimic island fight
August 6, 2013  Updated 0100 GMT (0900 HKT)

In "Glorious Mission Online,"
China's first online game co
developed by the People's
Liberation Army and released
to the public, players join the
ranks of the country's military
to take on the enemy.
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China vowed to "adopt defensive emergency measures
to respond to aircraft that do not cooperate in the
identification or refuse to follow the instructions."

Disputed islands buzzing with activity

Clinton: Diplomacy to end land disputes

While the past should not be
forgotten, neither should it be
allowed to replay itself in an
endless, selfdestructive loop,
says Brian P. Klein.

What is an "Air Defense Identification Zone" or
ADIZ?
The ADIZ is not a new concept. It's essentially a buffer
zone outside a country's sovereign airspace.

Why is Japan feuding over islands?

Can China, Japan avoid clash in 2013?

Several countries including the United States have
established ADIZ in international airspace next to their
nations. A foreign aircraft traveling in an ADIZ can be
required to identify itself for entry into that country's
airspace.
It is unilaterally imposed, so it doesn't really have a legal
basis and isn't based on negotiation with neighbors, said
James Hardy, the AsiaPacific Editor of IHS Jane's
Defence Weekly. "It's purpose is to give the country an
early warning zone in which it can intercept potentially
unfriendly aircraft."

"Countries are free to set their own Air Defense Identification Zone,"
added Stephanie KleineAhlbrandt, director of AsiaPacific
Programs at the U.S. Institute of Peace. "It's a decision that's taken
unilaterally but they become sensitive when they overlap as in this
case."

How U.S. can help avert Asia crisis
America's power and purpose
are in jeopardy if the world's
three largest economies
cannot step back from the
brink, writes Patrick Cronin.

Why Asia is arguing over islands
Although claims of occupation
and administration stretch back
centuries, all of the disputes
exist, to some extent, as
legacies of imperial Japan's
expansion through East Asia.

Opinion: China won't turn other cheek
November 15, 2012  Updated 0854 GMT (1654 HKT)

China uses perceived
provocations as a chance to
change the statusquo in its
favor, writes Stephanie Kleine
Ahlbrandt.

Dispute may lead to 'Asia's Palestine'
November 28, 2012  Updated 1533 GMT (2333 HKT)

Southeast Asia's top diplomat
has warned that the South
China Sea disputes risk
becoming "Asia's Palestine" a
violent conflict that destabilises
the whole region.

What islands does China's ADIZ affect?
The Chinese defense ministry said the new air defense zone was
not directed toward a specific country. The map and coordinates
released by China show the zone covers parts of the East China
Sea, as well as the Daioyu/Senkaku islands.
China may also have stirred its South Korean neighbors. A reef,
called Ieodo in the Yellow Sea sits about 149 kilometers southwest
of Korean and 287 kilometers east from China, is partially covered
by the Chinese ADIZ. The Koreans have established an Ocean
Research Station on Ieodo.
Why have Diaoyu/Senkaku islands been so contentious?
China says its claim on the islands extend back to 1400s, which was
used as a staging point for Chinese fisherman.
Japan says it saw no trace of Chinese control of the islands in an
1885 survey, so formally recognized them as Japanese sovereign
territory in 1895. Japan then sold the islands in 1932 to
descendants of the original settlers. The Japanese surrender at the
end of World War II in 1945 only served to cloud the issue further.
The islands were administered by the U.S. occupation force after
the war. But in 1972, Washington returned them to Japan as part of
its withdrawal from Okinawa.

Can both sides back off peacefully?
September 20, 2012  Updated 1045 GMT (1845 HKT)

The temptation of patriotic
blustering is hard for either side
to resist, but both countries
have a lot to lose, writes
Jeffrey Kingston.
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According to Xinhua, China and Japan "agreed in 1978 to put the
issue aside and solve it in the future."
The dispute intensified last year as protests erupted in China after
Japan announced it had bought several of the disputed islands from
private Japanese owners. AntiJapanese demonstrations turned
violent as protesters hurled bottles at the Japanese embassy in
Beijing, overturned Japanese cars, ransacked Japanese stores and
restaurants.
What's so appealing about the Diaoyu/Senkaku islands?
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Man dies after diving record
attempt

How did women's captivity go
unnoticed?

More from CNN
USS George Washington, an
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Japan launches largest warship
since World War II
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This disputed islands in the East China Sea are known as Senkaku in Japan and Diaoyu in China.
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It's uninhabited and may look like a bunch of rocks. But ownership
of the islands would allow for exclusive oil, mineral, and fishing
rights in surrounding waters.

The City of Istanbul Undergoing a
“Pharaonic” Project
ThinkAdvisor

How have China's neighbors reacted?

China, India to build 47 nukes'
worth of solar capacity
Nikkei Asian Review

Japan on Sunday slammed the Chinese announcement, saying it
had "no validity whatsoever."

Recommended by

Japan's Minister for Foreign Affairs called China's measure
"profoundly dangerous acts that unilaterally change the status quo
in the East China Sea, escalating the situation, and that may cause
unintended consequences."
In South Korea, the nation's defense ministry spokesman, Kim Min
seok said the country's sovereignty over Ieodo remains unchanged.
"China has unilaterally set up its ADIZ," Kim said. "The ADIZ that
China has set up overlaps either with our military jurisdiction and
military operation approved areas or area within our government's
sovereignty, like Ieodo."
The Korean government would fly over such areas without
informing the Chinese side, he added.
The United States warned that China's military claim to air zone
over a disputed island chain creates the risk of "misunderstanding
and miscalculation." Its statement drew a sharp rebuke from the
Chinese calling the U.S. for making "irresponsible remarks."
U.S.: China claim of air rights over disputed islands 'creates risk of
incident'
China slams 'inappropriate' U.S. remarks on territorial dispute with
Japan
CNN's Jethro Mullen, Chelsea Carter contributed to this report.
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• 12 hours ago

Japanese ADIZ has already cover the Diaoyu Island for a long time, China just did
the same thing. Japanese ADIZ is just about 100+ km to the mainland China,
which has covered Chinese Exclusive Economic Zone. Japan has island
disputation with its every neighbor which did a much better job than China.
I have to say, this is a much less biased news than the last one, well done CNN.
98

3

• Reply • Share ›

Jim Pan

Jim Pan • 12 hours ago

Well, I'm just telling the truth that is missing in the news report.
21

• Reply • Share ›

blunderact

Jim Pan • 10 hours ago

This does not authorize you to unilaterally act and change the
status quo by force. If everyone does the same, imagine the chaos.
One country may have illegally possessed territories before but
that is the present status and it should not be changed by force. It
must be negotiated. Diplomatic means is the best solution.
Imagine if USSR will claim their previous cities by force, there will
be war. That is what Hitler did. He thought that he has the authority
to change the status because of historical claim.
17

8

• Reply • Share ›

haavbline

blunderact • 9 hours ago

Get the facts. Japan has even refused to acknowledge the
clear fact that a dispute exist, What negotiation? They don't
see any need to because we Americans will have to fight for
them no matter how irresponsible they behave.
44

1

• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

haavbline • 9 hours ago

Japan think that is not exist,
Just like Turkey think that Kurdish people do not exist.
11

1

deseon chun

• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong • 8 hours ago

Even if China has some legitimate reasons to claim these
edition.cnn.com/2013/11/25/world/asia/china-japan-island-explainer/index.html?hpt=hp_t5
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Even if China has some legitimate reasons to claim these
specific islands, it is hard to be sympathetic to China
because it uses bullying tactics to harass much weaker
nations like the Philippines and Vietnam to get them to give
up territorial claims on islands far from China proper and
right off the coast of those other countries
27

5
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josephpengi

deseon chun • 7 hours ago

oh, South china sea was a peaceful area until the US pivotal
to asia two years ago, even the senkaku island was
peaceful before US showed up.
21
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deseon chun

josephpengi • 7 hours ago

Peaceful? You must be breathing too much of that Beijing
air. China has territorial disputes with the Phillipines,
vietnam, indonesia. China has been throwing it's weight
around the region and using constant harassment to
attempt to grab territory.
24
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beowulf20

deseon chun • an hour ago

Pretty much in dispute with all it's neighbors. Communist 10-1
1

1
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jingone1 .

josephpengi • 2 hours ago

exactly how do you figure that this area was peaceful?
Seriously pull your head out. I spent 4 months sitting on a
ship between China and Taiwan when China threatened to
overrun them. This was 18 years ago. 30 years ago, I was
on a ship rescuing Vietnamese people from being murdered
by lao and thai pirates, not to mention the Viet Nam Navy.
This area hasn't been Peaceful in Hundreds of years.
4

1

• Reply • Share ›

Anonymous

josephpengi • 2 hours ago

Correction, the US showed up and kept the invading
Japanese away from China. After that America administered
the islands until we signed them back over to Japan in 71.
The two countries have been fighting in that area since the
late 1800's.
2

• Reply • Share ›

dudu

Anonymous • an hour ago

RIDICULOUSNESS!I will not argue the belonging of island
first.But as we all know,it never belonged to America.How
can American had right to decide the island?Just because
it's strong force?Can China announce Hawaii belongs to
other nations?Definitely not.We also have rights to infer that
America bury a trouble between Japan and China after ww2
,not to help each other.
4
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cnn biased media

deseon chun • 2 hours ago

Clearly all the countries that have issue with China are
backed by USA? How the F you miss the major issue here?
4

• Reply • Share ›

ShawnZJDFZ

deseon chun • 8 hours ago

Nonsense! what about Hawaii to USA?
1

3

• Reply • Share ›
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deseon chun

ShawnZJDFZ • 8 hours ago

You're right.... You make no sense
6

1

• Reply • Share ›

James from Dallas

ShawnZJDFZ • an hour ago

Why it is true that Hawaii, a sovereign nation and monarchy
was taken by a political coup and illegal plebiscite under
international law, the land became part of a republic with
democracy which is Of the People, By the People, and For
the People. There is no persecution of Hawaiian citizens.
These islands have had Japanese citizens living on them for
centuries under the democratic government of Japan, not
the communist government of China with 700,000 watchdog
information workers watching the internet and social
networks of its people. It is obvious, no wonder, why the
Japanese on the contested islands feared Chinese incursion
and sold the private land back to the Japanese government.
We know this is a power play for land, sea, mineral rights,
energy, money, and control of the region. The rule of politics
here seems to be the threat of force. Here we have a match
between an oppressive communist government against a
coalition of governments, republics and free democracies.
Who do you think the international community will support?
see more
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Eric

blunderact • 10 hours ago

did Japan or US even consider what choices left for Chinese
when they decide to PURCHASE the islands? don't expect
Chinese play a clean game when Japan and US play dirty.
65
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• Reply • Share ›

Mark

Eric • 7 hours ago

nice one! everything shoud be considered by different ways!
before the Japan and US decide to "purchase" the island,
they had set up a trap for themselves!
10

• Reply • Share ›

Brother J

Mark • 3 hours ago

US definately play tricks here and everybody knows it. US
still try to bully and it's a big mistake if they still keep doing
it!
9
kevin

• Reply • Share ›

Eric • an hour ago

that is the best comment i've seen today
• Reply • Share ›

dudu

blunderact • 8 hours ago

Please be clear about who make it even worse first.If Japan
did not attempt to PURCHASE the island illegally in
2012,which irritates Chinese public and government.Will this
series conflicts occur?If a thief Japan grabbed my stuff and
announced to every body he bought it,how can you have
patience to have a diplomatic?Even his stepfather
AMERICAN said he has no opinion?
18

1

deseon chun

• Reply • Share ›

dudu • 7 hours ago

Japan made a mistake purchasing the islands from the
Japanese family that owned them. But that is a poor excuse
edition.cnn.com/2013/11/25/world/asia/china-japan-island-explainer/index.html?hpt=hp_t5
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for China to act like a child. China is a powerful nation with
one of the oldest civilizations. I wish they would act like it.
2

1

• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

deseon chun • 7 hours ago

So be one of oldest civilizations,what should China do?
Just wait and see ? Or begging Japan not do that?
10

2

• Reply • Share ›

deseon chun

zhou jiamurong • 7 hours ago

Beg Japan not to do what? China can take it to international
mediation like a civilized country. Or is it scared it doesn't
have the facts to back up its rhetoric?
8

1

• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

deseon chun • 7 hours ago

international mediation
OK
But Japan considered the dispute did not exist.
If not exist ,how to run international mediation?
8

1

• Reply • Share ›

massivebob

zhou jiamurong • 4 hours ago

From Japan's point of view, the Senkaku Islands are
rightfully and historically Japan's territory. Therefore, they
believe that there is no dispute over them.
This is the same as how South Korea are treating
Takeshima/Dokudo. They believe that there is no dispute
over them with Japan.
If China has a problem with the status quo, then they should
seek diplomatic ways to resolve the issue and get a neutral,
third party involved (The International Court of Justice for
example).
Japan would happily oblige and give their side of the
argument.
However I doubt that China would do this because they
don't have any evidence to back their claim.
6

4

chubby

• Reply • Share ›

One other person is typing…

massivebob • 10 minutes ago

You need to look it up, Potsdam Treaty, it is clearly stated.
• Reply • Share ›

Jim Pan

massivebob • 13 minutes ago

Historically? Are you joking? China have owned that island
400 years ago. The last thing you want to compare with
China is history.
• Reply • Share ›

wrle

massivebob • 2 hours ago

only except dokdo never belonged to japan apart from the
time when all of korea was annexed.
• Reply • Share ›

massivebob

wrle • 2 hours ago

After WW2, South Korea had asked the Allied Countries to
include Takeshima in the list of territories that Japan must
renounce as part of the San Francisco Peace Treaty.
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However, the Allied Countries concluded that they had
never been part of Korea and therefore Takeshima would
remain as Japan's territory.
In 1953, South Korea illegally took control of the Islands by
force and have occupied them ever since.
Since then, Japan has only used peaceful and diplomatic
methods to resolve the issue with South Korean.
Unlike China who are using force and aggression to try to
"resolve" the Senkaku Island issue with Japan...
1

4

• Reply • Share ›

wrle

massivebob • 2 hours ago

That is why south korea does not view japans claims as
valid. As koreas annexation is also not considered valid. It
does not really matter what western powers thought at that
time because prior to ww2 and annexation, dokdo was
controlled by korea or otherwise known as joseon. This is
evident even by historical records in japan. Dodko was only
sometimes marked as japanese territory by the japanese
government and only recently has their claims been
stepped up. So you may understand why koreans are
reacting in such a way, not because they necessarily have
animosity towards japan. The dispute between japan and
china, russia are different in nature respectively.
2

• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

massivebob • an hour ago

using force?
China send a solider to landed Diaoyu island?
1

• Reply • Share ›

massivebob

zhou jiamurong • an hour ago

Nope. They are sending ships to Japanese waters and
flying planes over Japanese airspace instead.
1

• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

massivebob • 44 minutes ago

Are you blind with following?
Japan offshore patrol Dokdo 5 years total of 440 times.
• Reply • Share ›

massivebob

zhou jiamurong • 33 minutes ago

Whoops. I think I lost that particular argument then... :-p
• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

massivebob • 26 minutes ago

Just a talk.
• Reply • Share ›

massivebob

zhou jiamurong • 19 minutes ago

But you do agree that the China's actions would destabilise
the region?
• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

massivebob • 9 minutes ago

Yes.
Who's responsible for the nationalization of Diaoyu Islands?
Chinese Saying "You do 1 , Don't blame me do 15"
Good night.
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Good night.

• Reply • Share ›

dudu

massivebob • an hour ago

What you mean is we should encourage to grab and
tolerate it?
• Reply • Share ›

cnn biased media

deseon chun • 2 hours ago

Well China can go to the island looking for WMD~ just like
Uncle Sam~
4

• Reply • Share ›

dudu

deseon chun • 6 hours ago

The government had few choices but to show it's force and
put pressure on Japan due to the demonstration from
public.If the government did not,it will never stop and made
huge troubles.
1

1

• Reply • Share ›

deseon chun

dudu • 6 hours ago

Chinese government has to listen to the anger of their
people. But the government also grows that anger and uses
it to make the people not focus on big problems at home
5

• Reply • Share ›

ReallyRiggedGame

dudu • 4 hours ago

Unfortunately, that is a Chinese problem. The government
got the public stirred up; in China the public doesn't get or
stay stirred up if the government doesn't want that. So the
government has a problem now. What it should *stop*
doing is fanning public opinion anymore with BS
pronouncements. "Defensive measures" against civilian
airliners that don't bow to this? No, they won't. The first
time they do: no landing rights any longer in a *lot* of
countries. It's just hot air. How about proposing joint
development of any resources in the area? Too much to ask
from such a great civilization?
2

1

• Reply • Share ›

Anonymous

dudu • 2 hours ago

We Americans administered the islands after saving the
chinese in WW2 then signed them back over to Japan in the
70's. China hasnt had a claim to them since the late 1800's!
So please explain how Japan illegally stole it from China?
2

2

• Reply • Share ›

zhou jiamurong

Anonymous • an hour ago

Before 1895,the island is belongs to China .
Japan in the name of no man's Island have captured the
island secretly in 1895.
No treaties with China and No announcement
Just Only Secret Occupation--means STOLE.
Yes, American saving the Chinese in WW2
So in 1972, when United States give the island to Japan,
China protest.
China think it should return back the island's real owner.
3

1

chubby
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Anonymous • 8 minutes ago
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chubby

Anonymous • 8 minutes ago

Read the Potsdam Treaty which was sign after WW2.
• Reply • Share ›

Brother J

blunderact • 4 hours ago

Who cares about "change the status quo"? If it's crime or
big mistake, you need change it. Japan occupied many
countries, why US man fight Japan for that? Why change
the status quo? God, you need some sense!
4

• Reply • Share ›

Anonymous

Brother J • 2 hours ago

Please Google "Pearl Harbor"
• Reply • Share ›

Theo

blunderact • an hour ago

Authorize? USSR? Hitler?! Look who's dragging this
'discussion' down the abyss...
• Reply • Share ›

jingone1 .

blunderact • 2 hours ago

funny you should mention USSR. at the close of WWII, they
occupied Japanes Northern Islands and still maintain
posession of those Islands today.
• Reply • Share ›
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